The pipeline of most Phrase-Based Statistical Machine Translation (PB-SMT) systems starts from automatically word aligned parallel corpus. But word appears to be too fine-grained in some cases such as non-compositional phrasal equivalences, where no clear word alignments exist. Using words as inputs to PB-SMT pipeline has inborn deficiency. This paper proposes pseudo-word as a new start point for PB-SMT pipeline. Pseudo-word is a kind of basic multi-word expression that characterizes minimal sequence of consecutive words in sense of translation. By casting pseudo-word searching problem into a parsing framework, we search for pseudo-words in a monolingual way and a bilingual synchronous way. Experiments show that pseudo-word significantly outperforms word for PB-SMT model in both travel translation domain and news translation domain.
Introduction
The pipeline of most Phrase-Based Statistical Machine Translation (PB-SMT) systems starts from automatically word aligned parallel corpus generated from word-based models (Brown et al., 1993) , proceeds with step of induction of phrase table (Koehn et al., 2003) or synchronous grammar (Chiang, 2007) and with model weights tuning step. Words are taken as inputs to PB-SMT at the very beginning of the pipeline. But there is a deficiency in such manner that word is too finegrained in some cases such as non-compositional phrasal equivalences, where clear word alignments do not exist. For example in Chinese-toEnglish translation, " 想 " and "would like to" constitute a 1-to-n phrasal equivalence, "多少 钱" and "how much is it" constitute a m-to-n phrasal equivalence. No clear word alignments are there in such phrasal equivalences. Moreover, should basic translational unit be word or coarsegrained multi-word is an open problem for optimizing SMT models.
Some researchers have explored coarsegrained translational unit for machine translation. Marcu and Wong (2002) attempted to directly learn phrasal alignments instead of word alignments. But computational complexity is prohibitively high for the exponentially large number of decompositions of a sentence pair into phrase pairs. Cherry and Lin (2007) and used synchronous ITG (Wu, 1997) and constraints to find non-compositional phrasal equivalences, but they suffered from intractable estimation problem. Blunsom et al. (2008; induced phrasal synchronous grammar, which aimed at finding hierarchical phrasal equivalences.
Another direction of questioning word as basic translational unit is to directly question word segmentation on languages where word boundaries are not orthographically marked. In Chineseto-English translation task where Chinese word boundaries are not marked, Xu et al. (2004) used word aligner to build a Chinese dictionary to resegment Chinese sentence. Xu et al. (2008) used a Bayesian semi-supervised method that combines Chinese word segmentation model and Chinese-to-English translation model to derive a Chinese segmentation suitable for machine translation. There are also researches focusing on the impact of various segmentation tools on machine translation (Ma et al. 2007; Chang et al. 2008; . Since there are many 1-to-n phrasal equivalences in Chinese-to-English translation (Ma and Way. 2009 ), only focusing on Chinese word as basic translational unit is not adequate to model 1-to-n translations. Ma and Way (2009) tackle this problem by using word aligner to bootstrap bilingual segmentation suitable for machine translation. Lambert and Banchs (2005) detect bilingual multi-word ex-pressions by monotonically segmenting a given Spanish-English sentence pair into bilingual units, where word aligner is also used.
IBM model 3, 4, 5 (Brown et al., 1993) and Deng and Byrne (2005) are another kind of related works that allow 1-to-n alignments, but they rarely questioned if such alignments exist in word units level, that is, they rarely questioned word as basic translational unit. Moreover, m-ton alignments were not modeled. This paper focuses on determining the basic translational units on both language sides without using word aligner before feeding them into PB-SMT pipeline. We call such basic translational unit as pseudo-word to differentiate with word. Pseudo-word is a kind of multi-word expression (includes both unary word and multi-word). Pseudo-word searching problem is the same to decomposition of a given sentence into pseudowords. We assume that such decomposition is in the Gibbs distribution. We use a measurement, which characterizes pseudo-word as minimal sequence of consecutive words in sense of translation, as potential function in Gibbs distribution. Note that the number of decomposition of one sentence into pseudo-words grows exponentially with sentence length. By fitting decomposition problem into parsing framework, we can find optimal pseudo-word sequence in polynomial time. Then we feed pseudo-words into PB-SMT pipeline, and find that pseudo-words as basic translational units improve translation performance over words as basic translational units. Further experiments of removing the power of higher order language model and longer max phrase length, which are inherent in pseudowords, show that pseudo-words still improve translational performance significantly over unary words. This paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we define the task of searching for pseudowords and its solution. We present experimental results and analyses of using pseudo-words in PB-SMT model in section 3. The conclusion is presented at section 4.
Searching for Pseudo-words
Pseudo-word searching problem is equal to decomposition of a given sentence into pseudowords. We assume that the distribution of such decomposition is in the form of Gibbs distribution as below:
where X denotes the sentence, Y denotes a decomposition of X. Sig function acts as potential function on each multi-word y k , and Z X acts as partition function. Note that the number of y k is not fixed given X because X can be decomposed into various number of multi-words.
Given X, Z X is fixed, so searching for optimal decomposition is as below:
where Y 1 K denotes K multi-word units from decomposition of X. A multi-word sequence with maximal sum of Sig function values is the search target -pseudo-word sequence. From (2) we can see that Sig function is vital for pseudo-word searching. In this paper Sig function calculates sequence significance which is proposed to characterize pseudo-word as minimal sequence of consecutive words in sense of translation. The detail of sequence significance is described in the following section.
Sequence Significance
Two kinds of definitions of sequence significance are proposed. One is monolingual sequence significance. X and Y are monolingual sentence and monolingual multi-words respectively in this monolingual scenario. The other is bilingual sequence significance. X and Y are sentence pair and multi-word pairs respectively in this bilingual scenario.
Monolingual Sequence Significance
Given a sentence w 1 , …, w n , where w i denotes unary word, monolingual sequence significance is defined as:
where Freq i, j (i≤j) represents frequency of word sequence w i , …, w j in the corpus, Sig i, j represents monolingual sequence significance of a word sequence w i , …, w j . We also denote word sequence w i , …, w j as span [i, j] , whole sentence as span [1, n] . Each span is also a multi-word expression.
Monolingual sequence significance of span[i, j] is proportional to span [i, j] 's frequency, while is inversely proportion to frequency of expanded span (span [i-1, j+1] ). Such definition characterizes minimal sequence of consecutive words which we are looking for. Our target is to find pseudo-word sequence which has maximal sum of spans' significances:
where pw denotes pseudo-word, K is equal to or less than sentence's length. span k is the kth span of K spans span 1 K . Equation (4) is the rewrite of equation (2) in monolingual scenario. Searching for pseudo-words pw 1 K is the same to finding optimal segmentation of a sentence into K segments span 1 K (K is a variable too). Details of searching algorithm are described in section 2.2.1.
We firstly search for monolingual pseudowords on source and target side individually. Then we apply word alignment techniques to build pseudo-word alignments. We argue that word alignment techniques will work fine if nonexistent word alignments in such as noncompositional phrasal equivalences have been filtered by pseudo-words.
Bilingual Sequence Significance
Bilingual sequence significance is proposed to characterize pseudo-word pairs. Co-occurrence of sequences on both language sides is used to define bilingual sequence significance. 
Pseudo-word pairs of one sentence pair are such pairs that maximize the sum of span-pairs' bilingual sequence significances:
pwp represents pseudo-word pair. Equation (6) is the rewrite of equation (2) in bilingual scenario. Searching for pseudo-word pairs pwp 1 K is equal to bilingual segmentation of a sentence pair into optimal span-pair 1 K . Details of searching algorithm are presented in section 2.2.2.
Algorithms of Searching for Pseudowords
Pseudo-word searching problem is equal to decomposition of a sentence into pseudo-words. But the number of possible decompositions of the sentence grows exponentially with the sentence length in both monolingual scenario and bilingual scenario. By casting such decomposition problem into parsing framework, we can find pseudo-word sequence in polynomial time.
According to the two scenarios, searching for pseudo-words can be performed in a monolingual way and a synchronous way. Details of the two kinds of searching algorithms are described in the following two sections.
Algorithm of Searching for Monolingual Pseudo-words (SMP)
Searching for monolingual pseudo-words is based on the computation of monolingual sequence significance. Figure 1 presents the search algorithm. It is performed in a way similar to CKY (Cocke-Kasami-Younger) parser.
W i, j = u; Figure 1 . Algorithm of searching for monolingual pseudo-words (SMP).
In this algorithm, W i, j records maximal sum of monolingual sequence significances of sub spans of span [i, j] . During initialization, W i, i is initialized as Sig i,i (note that this sequence is word w i only). For all spans that have more than one word (i≠j), W i, j is initialized as zero.
In the main algorithm, d represents span's length, ranging from 2 to n, i represents start position of a span, j represents end position of a span, k represents decomposition position of span [i,j] . For span [i, j] , W i, j is updated if higher sum of monolingual sequence significances is found.
The algorithm is performed in a bottom-up way. Small span's computation is first. After maximal sum of significances is found in small spans, big span's computation, which uses small spans' maximal sum, is continued. Maximal sum of significances for whole sentence (W 1,n , n is sentence's length) is guaranteed in this way, and optimal decomposition is obtained correspondingly.
The method of fitting the decomposition problem into CKY parsing framework is located at steps 7-9. After steps 3-6, all possible decompositions of span [i, j] are explored and W i, j of optimal decomposition of span [i, j] is recorded. Then monolingual sequence significance Sig i,j of span [i, j] is computed at step 7, and it is compared to W i, j at step 8. Update of W i, j is taken at step 9 if Sig i,j is bigger than W i, j , which indicates that span [i, j] is non-decomposable. Thus whether span [i, j] should be non-decomposable or not is decided through steps 7-9.
Algorithm of Synchronous Searching for Pseudo-words (SSP)
Synchronous searching for pseudo-words utilizes bilingual sequence significance. Figure 2 presents the search algorithm. It is similar to ITG (Wu, 1997) , except that it has no production rules and non-terminal nodes of a synchronous grammar. What it cares about is the span-pairs that maximize the sum of bilingual sequence significances. In addition to the initialization step, all spanpairs' bilingual sequence significances are computed. Maximal sum of bilingual sequence significances for one sentence pair is guaranteed through this bottom-up way, and the optimal decomposition of the sentence pair is obtained correspondingly.
Algorithm of Excluded Synchronous Searching for Pseudo-words (ESSP)
The algorithm of SSP in Figure 2 explores all span-pairs, but it neglects NULL alignments, where words and "empty" word are aligned. In fact, SSP requires that all parts of a sentence pair should be aligned. This requirement is too strong because NULL alignments are very common in many language pairs. In SSP, words that should be aligned to "empty" word are programmed to be aligned to real words.
Unlike most word alignment methods (Och and Ney, 2003) that add "empty" word to account for NULL alignment entries, we propose a method to naturally exclude such NULL alignments. We call this method as Excluded Synchronous Searching for Pseudo-words (ESSP).
The main difference between ESSP and SSP is in steps 3-6 in Figure 3 . We illustrate Figure 3 Note that, in Figure 4, There is one kind of NULL alignments that ESSP can not consider. Since we limit excluded parts in the middle of a span-pair, the algorithm will end without considering boundary parts of a sentence pair as NULL alignments.
Experiments and Results
In our experiments, pseudo-words are fed into PB-SMT pipeline. The pipeline uses GIZA++ model 4 (Brown et al., 1993; Och and Ney, 2003) for pseudo-word alignment, uses Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) as phrase-based decoder, uses the SRI Language Modeling Toolkit to train language model with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney 1995; Chen and Goodman 1998) . Note that MERT (Och, 2003) is still on original words of target language. In our experiments, pseudo-word length is limited to no more than six unary words on both sides of the language pair.
We conduct experiments on Chinese-toEnglish machine translation. Two data sets are adopted, one is small corpus of IWSLT-2008 BTEC task of spoken language translation in travel domain (Paul, 2008) , the other is large corpus in news domain, which consists Hong Kong News (LDC2004T08), Sinorama Magazine (LDC2005T10), FBIS (LDC2003E14), Xinhua (LDC2002E18), Chinese News Translation (LDC2005T06), Chinese Treebank (LDC2003E07), Multiple Translation Chinese (LDC2004T07). Table 1 . Statistics of corpora, "Ch" denotes Chinese, "En" denotes English, "Sent." row is the number of sentence pairs, "word" row is the number of words, "ASL" denotes average sentence length.
For small corpus, we use CSTAR03 as development set, use IWSLT08 official test set for test. A 5-gram language model is trained on English side of parallel corpus. For large corpus, we use NIST02 as development set, use NIST03 as test set. Xinhua portion of the English Gigaword3 corpus is used together with English side of large corpus to train a 4-gram language model. Experimental results are evaluated by caseinsensitive BLEU-4 (Papineni et al., 2001) . Closest reference sentence length is used for brevity penalty. Additionally, NIST score (Doddington, 2002) and METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) are also used to check the consistency of experimental results. Statistical significance in BLEU score differences was tested by paired bootstrap re-sampling (Koehn, 2004) .
Baseline Performance
Our baseline system feeds word into PB-SMT pipeline. We use GIZA++ model 4 for word alignment, use Moses for phrase-based decoding.
The setting of language model order for each corpus is not changed. Baseline performances on test sets of small corpus and large corpus are reported in Table 2 . Baseline performances on test sets of small corpus and large corpus.
Pseudo-word Unpacking
Because pseudo-word is a kind of multi-word expression, it has inborn advantage of higher language model order and longer max phrase length over unary word. To see if such inborn advantage is the main contribution to the performance or not, we unpack pseudo-word into words after GIZA++ aligning. Aligned pseudowords are unpacked into m×n word alignments. PB-SMT pipeline is executed thereafter. The advantage of longer max phrase length is removed during phrase extraction, and the advantage of higher order of language model is also removed during decoding since we use language model trained on unary words. Performances of pseudoword unpacking are reported in section 3.3.1 and 3.4.1. Ma and Way (2009) used the unpacking after phrase extraction, then re-estimated phrase translation probability and lexical reordering model. The advantage of longer max phrase length is still used in their method. Table 3 presents performances of SMP, SSP, ESSP on small data set. pw ch pw en denotes that pseudo-words are on both language side of training data, and they are input strings during development and testing, and translations are also pseudo-words, which will be converted to words as final output. w ch pw en /pw ch w en denotes that pseudo-words are adopted only on English/Chinese side of the data set.
Pseudo-word Performances on Small Corpus
We can see from table 3 that, ESSP attains the best performance, while SSP attains the worst performance. This shows that excluding NULL alignments in synchronous searching for pseudowords is effective. SSP puts overly strong alignment constraints on parallel corpus, which impacts performance dramatically. ESSP is superior to SMP indicating that bilingually motivated searching for pseudo-words is more effective. Both SMP and ESSP outperform baseline consistently in BLEU, NIST and METEOR.
There is a common phenomenon among SMP, SSP and ESSP. w ch pw en always performs better than the other two cases. It seems that Chinese word prefers to have English pseudo-word equivalence which has more than or equal to one word. pw ch pw en in ESSP performs similar to the baseline, which reflects that our direct pseudoword pairs do not work very well with GIZA++ alignments. Such disagreement is weakened by using pseudo-words on only one language side (w ch pw en or pw ch w en ), while the advantage of pseudo-words is still leveraged in the alignments.
Best ESSP (w ch pw en ) is significantly better than baseline (p<0.01) in BLEU score, best SMP (w ch pw en ) is significantly better than baseline (p<0.05) in BLEU score. This indicates that pseudo-words, through either monolingual searching or synchronous searching, are more effective than words as to being basic translational units. Figure 5 illustrates examples of pseudo-words of one Chinese-to-English sentence pair. Gold standard word alignments are shown at the bottom of figure 5. We can see that "front desk" is recognized as one pseudo-word in ESSP. Because SMP performs monolingually, it can not consider "前台" and "front desk" simultaneously. SMP only detects frequent monolingual multiwords as pseudo-words. SSP has a strong constraint that all parts of a sentence pair should be aligned, so source sentence and target sentence have same length after merging words into Table 3 . Performance of using pseudo-words on small data. pseudo-words. We can see that too many pseudowords are detected by SSP. Figure 5 . Outputs of the three algorithms ESSP, SMP and SSP on one sentence pair and gold standard word alignments. Words in one pseudo-word are concatenated by "_".
Pseudo-word Unpacking Performances on Small Corpus
We test pseudo-word unpacking in ESSP. We can see that pseudo-word unpacking significantly outperforms baseline. w ch pw en is significantly better than baseline (p<0.04) in BLEU score. Unpacked pseudo-word performs comparatively with pseudo-word without unpacking. There is no statistical difference between them. It shows that the improvement derives from pseudo-word itself as basic translational unit, does not rely very much on higher language model order or longer max phrase length setting. Table 5 lists the performance of using pseudowords on large corpus. We apply SMP on this task. ESSP is not applied because of its high computational complexity. Table 5 . Performance of using pseudo-words on large corpus. 
Pseudo-word Performances on Large Corpus

Pseudo-word Unpacking Performances on Large Corpus
前台 的 那个 人 真 粗鲁 。
The guy at the front desk is pretty rude .
The guy_at the front_desk is pretty_rude .
The guy at the front_desk is pretty rude . ESSP
The guy at the front desk is pretty rude . Table 6 . Performance of pseudo-word unpacking on large corpus.
Comparison to English Chunking
English chunking is experimented to compare with pseudo-word. We use FlexCRFs (XuanHieu Phan et al., 2005) to get English chunks.
Since there is no standard Chinese chunking data and code, only English chunking is executed.
The experimental results show that English chunking performs far below baseline, usually 8 absolute BLEU points below. It shows that simple chunks are not suitable for being basic translational units.
Conclusion
We have presented pseudo-word as a novel machine translational unit for phrase-based machine translation. It is proposed to replace too finegrained word as basic translational unit. Pseudoword is a kind of basic multi-word expression that characterizes minimal sequence of consecutive words in sense of translation. By casting pseudo-word searching problem into a parsing framework, we search for pseudo-words in polynomial time. Experimental results of Chinese-toEnglish translation task show that, in phrasebased machine translation model, pseudo-word performs significantly better than word in both spoken language translation domain and news domain. Removing the power of higher order language model and longer max phrase length, which are inherent in pseudo-words, shows that pseudo-words still improve translational performance significantly over unary words.
